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Responsibility

Perseverance

Compassion Thankfulness

Friday 30th -Thursday 6th October
Classes of the Week: R/KS1: 1HKS2: 6HT
House of the Week: Lion
Pupil of the Week: Daniel K 6HT
3rd-7th October
KT Benjamin
1C Areya B
3B Sofia H
5G Charlotte J

KP Lola H
1H Noah A
3C Liam O’D
5SR Josh O’D

RQ Haider U
2JC Annabelle
4C Jules C
6HT James C

RS James A
R 2CS Jacob B
4W Henry N
6M Max W

Pen License

Headteacher Award

Evie K 6HT, James C 6HT, Madison S 6HT,
Emily H 6M, Charlotte H 5SR, William F 5G,
Zachary N 5G, Eden S 5G, Violet M 5G

R/KS1: Jacob B for Responsibility
KS2: Max W for Compassion

Dear Parents and Carers,
CAKE SALE
A big thank you to all those who made and bought cakes at the cake sale organised by Olivia and her family to raise
money for CCLG, Childhood Cancer and Leukemia Charity. That’s two cake sales in two weeks! Don’t feel guilty eating
all that cake though, it’s been for two very worthwhile causes.
AUTUMN DISCO
We can confirm the date for the disco will be Thursday 3rd November and apologies to those in Year 5 and 6 as we
weren’t initially aware that the 13th October was Hazel Grove High Schools Open Evening.
I’ve had a few emails querying why the pre-Covid MHSA Disco day of a Friday from 6-7pm and 7-8pm has changed. I
think it would be helpful to share the discussions that took place between senior leaders and Jane Robinson, Chair of
the MHSA…..
I absolutely support and thank the MHSA for all that they do and I am amazed and thankful for all the events they
organise. We are so lucky to have them. It is fantastic that the children of Moorfield have these wonderful events to
attend. I firmly believe that SLT and other staff in school should be supporting and attending these events, as the money raised at all MHSA events
goes back into supporting the children and funding rewards and resources in school. I do however have the well -being of my staff to think about as
we also have families. Staff do give up two Fridays in the school year to support the Christmas and Summer Fairs and I therefore think I am asking too
much for them to attend and support a disco running late into the evening on a Friday night. We believe a Thursday 4.30-5.30pm for R/KS1 and
5.30/6.30pm for KS2 is appropriate, but we appreciate there are those who don’t agree with this change and I’m sorry you feel this way. However, we
believe we have to find a compromise that works for the benefit of all of the Moorfield community. I’m sure it will still be the great event it always is.
COFFEE MORNING
We have a coffee morning in the KS2 hall on Thursday at 9.00am if any of you would like to informally chat with Mr Anderson, Miss Pugh or Mr Swire,
as well as each other then please pop in and we will look forward to seeing you.
CURRICULUM
Our Year 2’s this week have had a Victorian Museum Day to support their ‘Wonder Women’ History Topic with the focus on Queen Victoria. There were
many artifacts to investigate and research and some very interesting answers as to what the objects were and what their purpose was. Some of the
photos of the day are on the next page.
DRAMA
Many of you know one of our parents, Mark Hallett who runs an after school drama club and holiday club at Moorfield. Mark is looking to recruit a
secondary aged student for works experience or Duke of Edinburgh Award opportunity. If you have any older children at high school who are
interested in drama then you can contact Mark at this email address markhallett@sky.com
Have a great weekend
Best wishes,
Paul Anderson
Headteacher
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